
Title Description Segment Price Device

addLib

Transform your photos into impressive graphic design images!
The app uses systems of graphic arrangement including the grid 
system, a fractal theory, the golden ratio and facial recognition to re-
organize your photos into layouts which build on principles of graphic 
design. A different view of your work.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Adobe Ideas

A digital sketchbook, letting you capture and explore ideas on-the-go.
An ideal complement to professional design applications from Adobe 
such as Illustrator and Photoshop. Simple vector-based drawing tools, 
variable brushes, colors, layers. Huge virtual canvas. Automatic creation 
of harmonized color themes from your photos or images. 

Universal Free iPad

Adobe Photoshop Express

Quickly use simply gestures to edit and share your photos - on-the-go!
Crop, rotate, flip, alter color exposure and saturation, add filters and and 
picture borders, and a variety of one-touch effects like effects like 
Vibrant, Pop, Border, Vignette Blur, Warm Vintage, Rainbow... Have fun 
with your photos and share!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone/ 

iPad

Animation Creator HD

Create high-quality animations!
Powerful drawing tools, color palettes, color sliders, and easy-to-use 
frame management mean that you can create and share your own 
animations. A high frame-rate playback means that your animations look 
smooth and life-like. A beautiful and simple interface, and extensive 
sharing options, including Twitter. 

Universal Paid iPad

Animation Creator HD Lite Primary / 
Secondary Free iPad

Art Authority for iPad Universal Paid iPad

Art Puzzles HD Primary / 
Secondary Free iPad



artnear

Find contemporary art - anywhere!
A global guide to contemporary art, providing you with the best art 
galleries and exhibitions worldwide! Whether in Milan, Paris, London, 
Berlin NY, LA or elsewhere, you can browse by venue, artist or event, or 
locate nearby venues. Current and upcoming shows, images of 
shows/artists, and calendar to keep you posted!

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

ArtRage Primary Paid iPad

ASKetch

Sophisticated black-and-white drawing.
Sketching program takes full advantage of the multi-touch capabilities. 
Zoom in and out, rotate the guide for smaller and larger pencils, pinch 
or expand for degrees of pencil hardness/softness. The result is a 
sophisticated tool which is easy to learn and allows you to focus on 
drawing.

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Brushes - iPad Edition

The app used by the artist David Hockney to create “paintings” of 
flowers which he emails to friends.
Simple to learn, yet powerful enough for one of the greatest English 
painters of the 20th century. Featuring an advanced colour picker, 19 
realistic brushes, multiple layers with merging and variable 
transparency, and extreme zooming.

universal Paid iPad

Brushes - iPhone Edition

The app used by the artist David Hockney to create “paintings” of 
flowers to email to friends.
Simple to learn, yet powerful enough for one of the greatest English 
painters of the 20th century. Featuring an advanced color picker, 19 
realistic brushes, multiple layers with merging and variable 
transparency, and extreme zooming.

universal Paid iPhone



CameraBag

A dozen cameras in one app!
A filter app that provides many classic camera and film simulations, 
including “Silver” (from the earliest days of photography), “1974” 
(faded, tinted and hip), “Lolo” (bright tints), “1962” (high contrast black-
and-white), “Helga” (square format toy camera with washed-out 
highlights and old-school vignetting) and more. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Comic Life Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPad

Create a Car

Construct your car!
An amusing but instructive game, where children can create a car from 
six vehicle body styles and over 50 different parts. Simply drag-and-
drop parts to the work area, then press and hold them on to the car 
body. When the car is created, you can switch it on and watch many of 
the parts move! 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Doodle Buddy - Paint, Draw, Scribble, Sketch - It's 
Addictive!

Really easy, fun doodling. 
You can paint, draw, scribble and sketch with your finger - there are 
many free backgrounds and stamps, and amusingly, the stamps make 
sounds. You can choose from thousands of colors, add text, draw with 
other users on the internet, and text chat back and forth with your 
drawing buddy. 

Primary Free iPhone

Draw for iPad

Who doesn’t like to draw and play tic-tac-toe?
Great for dashing off quick illustrated tweets. A charming interface, 
often commented by users. Simple but fun drawing tools, to create 
sketches you can easily share. You can also connect with peers and play 
games, or draw creatively. 

Universal Free iPad

Drawing Pad

Realistic drawing tools for creating on your mobile device!
A very popular drawing app, which provides you with “actual-sized” 
photo-realistic crayons, markers, paintbrushes, colored pencils, stickers, 
roller pens and more! You can download beautiful coloring books, with 
fun interfaces, and you can share your creations by email, Facebook, and 
Twitter. For children and adults. 

Primary Paid iPad



Epic Citadel

Dazzling visuals showing capacity of mobile gaming platforms.
Enter the world of the award-winning game Infinity Blade! Showcasing 
the graphics and visual effects capabilities of Unreal Engine 3, with 
intricate textures, stunning detail, rich and lifelike nuances, realistic 
lighting/shadows, real-time reflections and animations, and impressive 
dynamic movement of trees and banners. 

Primary Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Flowpaper Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Fluid Universal Free iPhone/ 
iPad

Fractals Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Frame X Frame Universal Free iPhone

I Can Animate

Create stop-frame animations on your iPhone or iPod touch!
Capture frames using the in-built camera, adjust exposure, white 
balance and focus, fine-tune with onion skinning, and animate your 
images! Fun for both the serious animator and amateurs, with export in 
3 movie sizes - medium, large or HD.

Universal Paid iPad

Image Blender Universal Paid iPhone
iTimeLapse Pro - Time Lapse videos Universal Paid iPhone
Kid Art for iPad Primary Paid iPad

Kiddy Art for iPad

Learn-to-draw for children.
An artistic launch pad for children 3-10. The app brings children into the 
world of drawing, encouraging them to learn to draw objects step-by-
step. Drawing and painting tools, multiple images to learn drawing, 
existing images to paint. They can change backgrounds, pencils, colors, 
as they follow the step-by-step method. 

Primary Paid iPad



L’album Monet : l’e-album de l’exposition

Explore Monet’s work at your leisure!
An app album of the major Monet retrospective at the Paris Galeries 
Nationales.
Artworks, texts and videos, as well as video interviews with the curators, 
the gardener of Monet’s celebrated garden of Giverny, and a making-of 
of the exhibition. 40 masterpieces featured. Zoom up to 10x to explore 
the smallest details.

Universal Paid iPad

Laser Lights Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Let's create! Pottery HD

Pottery on your mobile device!
Fun, relaxing and creative - a unique experience. 
A highly intuitive layout means you become completely focused and 
immersed as you throw the clay on the wheel, create the pot, and fire 
and glaze it! As your pottery improves, you unlock additional features! 
Share online and enjoy other users’ creations. 

Universal Paid iPad

Lifecards - Postcards Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Lights, Camera, Capture!

Understand lighting - take better photographs!
Based on the popular book by Bob Davis, the app helps aspiring 
photographers learn to achieve the best images possible with minimal 
lighting equipment. Hundreds of video clips explain how to see the light 
and achieve studio-quality images in any situation. Interactive diagrams, 
high resolution images, and full text of the original book. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Line Art Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

LiquiPad HD Universal Paid iPad



Little Things™

Find those little things!
Beautiful collages made up of thousands of tiny images, in this very 
popular seek and find game. You have to locate thousands of “little 
things” and also collect jigsaw pieces. There’s a beautiful soundtrack, 
and image randomization ensures a new game every time. 
Deceptively simple, hugely enjoyable. 

Universal Paid iPad

Masterdaelion

Focus on the essence of the music! 
You no longer need your page-turner assistant to focus 100% on 
playing! This touch-less music reader displays sheets of music on your 
iPad in PDF form, and uses your iPhone to detect your chosen head, 
knee or foot gesture to signal a page turn!

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

Moodboard Pro

Organize your inspiration!
Custom mood and inspiration boards for planning websites, weddings, 
art projects, vacations, or any visually-oriented projects. Add images 
from your photo library, create color palettes, crop, scale, rotate. 
Jumpstart creativity by quickly building several contrasting mockups. 
Present visual concepts quickly to clients and colleagues. Share via 
email, Facebook and Twitter for feedback.

Universal Paid iPad

Moxier Collage Universal Paid iPad
Panoramatic World Universal Free iPhone

PhotoPuppet HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Pollock's Toy Theatre Primary / 
Secondary Paid iPad

Puppet Pals HD Primary Free iPad

Scribble Lite

Draw fast, erase, and start again!
A popular mobile art application. You can draw, doodle, finger-paint, 
sketch and trace, and even draw on photos, with various pen sizes, and 
different colors. You can choose different background colors. And then 
simply shake to erase! Great for amusing kids or creative adults!

Universal Free iPhone



Scribblify Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

SketchBook Mobile

A professional-grade sketching and drawing application.
A complete set of painting and sketching tools with a streamlined and 
intuitive user interface. 45 preset brushes including pencils, markers, felt 
tip pens, fine tip markers, a flood fill and a wide variety of texture 
brushes, with a professional grade paint engine delivering smooth and 
precise brush strokes. 

Universal Paid iPhone

SketchBook Pro

A professional-grade sketching and drawing application, optimized for 
iPad.
A complete set of painting and sketching tools with a streamlined and 
intuitive user interface. 75 preset brushes including pencils, pens, 
markers, natural media and photo brushes, with a professional grade 
paint engine delivering smooth and precise brush strokes. Highly 
customizable, extensively articulated, a powerful professional tool. 

Universal Paid iPad

Storyboard Composer Universal Paid iPhone

Storyboards Primary / 
Secondary Free iPad

Strip Designer

Create your own comic strips, from your photo album or iPhone camera!
Use one of the 100+ strip templates, and add in your photos. Then 
rotate, scale, and move photos within cells - and you can also move the 
cells. Now you just need to add text balloons - fully customizable - and 
you have a comic strip ready to share!

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

The Magic Brush and Maliang -by Rye Studio‚Ñ¢ Primary Free iPhone/ 
iPad



The Typography Manual

An invaluable reference source for all those who love typography. 
A 60+ page book covering the history of type, type basics, how to 
properly set text and special characters, typography on the web, graphic 
design topics, and more. A 100+ glossary of type terminology. And 
more. Great for designers. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

TiltShift Generator - Fake Miniature

One of the best photo manipulation apps, that easily controls blur depth 
and colors. 
Allows you to create retro miniature pictures.
By adjusting parameters including: resolution (320 to original size), 
radial or linear blur, contrast and saturation, vignetting, you can apply 
many ToyCamera effects from miniature pictures to vintage style 
images. 

Universal Paid iPhone

Toontastic Primary Paid iPad
TypeDrawing for iPad Universal Paid iPad

UI Sketcher Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad

Zen Brush

Enjoy the feeling of using an ink brush to write or paint. 
Anyone can easily perform fluent strokes, while not compromising the 
fascinating texture of a real ink brush. Adjust background style with 16 
templates, to suit the mood of your composition. Adjust brush size, and 
choose between 3 ink shades. 

Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad

iDough Universal Paid iPhone/ 
iPad


